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The Store:

Horton was founded by Bernard Horton more than half a century ago. It is a pioneer in the
manufacturing of  crossbows. They are well known for their wide range of crossbows which are
suitable for hunters of all ages and skill levels. Each piece of horton crossbows is made using
modern technology and suits any shooter in any position. It has scope for quick shooting
adjustments .A lighter trigger mechanism gives the shooter extra shooting capability and accuracy.

Products:

Horton has a wide variety of products and some are listed below.

â€¢	Fury-It is a new addition which represents the highest form of crossbow technology. It has the right
mix of features and technology into a smart design. It has been drawn upon the Reverse Draw
Technology for compact design. It has a CNC machined riser designed barrel for balance and
accuracy.

â€¢	Havoc-This is a compact powerhouse with an enviable mix of performance and innovation that
enhances the compact bow craze. It combines a deadly dose of speed, stealth, and perfect balance
with the Reverse Draw Technology to come up with awesome results.

â€¢	Bone Collector: This is a total package of unthinkable speed, pinpoint accuracy, sleek profile and
exceptional power and toughness. This is easy to cock and has an aluminum barrel with a precision
die cast riser.

â€¢	The Brotherhood- This combines advanced technology with performance along with safe, simple
and user friendly functions to suit the first time user. It is easy to cock and has advanced wheel
design compatible with portable bow press.

â€¢	Eagle-It is designed for kids and ideal for gym class and after school archery programs. It weigh
about 25lbs and is not made for hunting.. It is perfect for introducing kids to the sport of archery.

â€¢	Scout- This has been designed by scaling every critical detail of an adult crossbow and made
suitable for young hunters. It has a youth friendly stock, durable string and a cable system for
optimal speed.
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James Blee - About Author:
For more information on a horton crossbows, check out the info available online; these will help you
learn to find the a compound bows for sale!
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